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Freedom Begins with a Book
Reginald Dwayne Betts

 One of the lies that people tell about prison is that men and women and 
children inside don’t crave the wonders that can be found in a book. Some stories I 
tell often, one in particular, about being in solitary confinement and having a man 
whose name I never knew slide me Dudley Randall’s The Black Poets is a favorite. 
A favorite because the telling always surprises me, makes me remember that it did 
happen that way, and it captures so much of what contributes to a great educational 
experience: the desperation of a student wanting to learn, the willingness of an 
educator to offer tools to facilitate that learning, and the sheer discovery that comes 
with being introduced to the unexpected. With Randall’s anthology, I met the poets 
Gwendolyn Brooks and Amiri Baraka and Robert Hayden and Lucille Clifton and 
Nikki Giovanni and so many others. But the voice that shifted something inside of 
me then was Etheridge Knight. Knight, who’d spent time in prison, was writing 
about people I knew, people who were navigating prison. Quiet as kept, the thing 
about that book was the ways it revealed something of myself to me, and that was far 
more important than what others might argue about the practical effects of education. 
Recognizing the artistry in Knight, artistry born in a prison cell, opened doors that 
allowed me to see a world within the 6’ by 9’ cell that held me captive. 
 So later, when I’d read the novel that a man in a nearby cell wrote, when 
he’d walk me through the outlines he’d scrawled longhand on prison request forms 
and arranged into a storyboard on cell wall, outlines riffing off of the stories in 
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songs, I understood him to be an artist. The old white man who handed me a fantasy 
novel, four hundred handwritten loose-leaf pages; the kid who used a paperclip to 
thread torn sheets through a stack of folded pages to make a book; and my friend 
who’d write letters for others.  After Knight, I knew them all as artists. 
 Art reminds us of how dignity looks. I once had a cellie named Pops 
Spratley, in his sixties; he’d known more prison than freedom, and still, each week 
would fold himself around the small table in our cell and write dozens of pages to 
his children. Or Mike G, another cellie, who’d created a recording device from a 
Walkman, and let men come into our cell to record mixtapes, to read letters to their 
children, to read poems to would-be lovers. 
 We think of a lot of ways to feel different from each other, we arrange 
ourselves in groups based on race, social class, privilege and lack thereof; and yet, 
the urgency to really communicate, the risks we’ll take to do it — that’s what The 
Black Poets taught me. There has always been a sheer implausibility in holding on 
to this space. The discipline required to write letter after letter after decades and 
decades. The knowledge it takes to turn a walkman into a recording device. Learning 
to sew because you desire to turn your words into books. Turning a wall into an 
outline for a book that only the men around you may read.
 Some of what the men I knew in prison did to feel whole feels Biblical. And 
the center of it all was a book. That these books found their way into our hands by 
happenstance is a tragedy. MoMA bibliographer David Senior argues that a library 
“provides an opening for a physical space that mimics a book itself — a passage into 
an elsewhere that includes as many narratives and conversations as possible books.” 
 I recently founded Freedom Reads (formerly known as the Million Book 
Project) with this and my history of incarceration and reading in mind. The explicit 
aim of the project is to transform the ways that people in prison access the world of 
books. Funded with a generous grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and 
countless individual donors, we will be bringing 500-volume Freedom Libraries into 
prisons in every state in this country, with the explicit intent to make these volumes 
available to men and women in their housing units. I remember how challenging 
it was to get to the library when I also had work obligations or wanted to exercise. 
I knew what it meant to need a good book at 7pm and have nowhere  to turn. This 
project is meant to address that, recognizing and deeply believing that freedom 
begins with a book.
 Together with this Journal, Freedom Reads invites your written responses to 
the books that matter to you, books that so moved you that they remained with you 
for years. Opportunities exist to publish these short reviews in both the Journal and 
the Freedom Reads catalog. We are looking for short responses that offer the reader 
an inroad into the book, why it matters to you, why the next reader should pick it up. 
Here is a strong example:
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Dempsey Louis
“On Robert Penn Warren’s All The King’s Men”

 The same things that make you laugh can make you cry, and that’s perhaps 
why Robert Penn Warren went from a white-is-right-if-you’re-black-stay-back 
supremacist to a smile-on-your-brother-try-to-love-one-another humanist: a change 
of heart and thought enabled by a fireside talk with Malcolm X. Years before 
meeting Malcolm X and acquiring a softer sensibility, though, Warren wrote a hard 
charging, muscular masterpiece of intrigue and catch-me-if-you-can, sleight of hand 
politics that takes its title from Humpty Dumpty’s fall from the wall. The book is 
set in Louisiana and loosely based on the dirty deeds done dirt cheap by, the high 
wheelings and low dealings of the professional politician and certified huckster Huey 
P. Long: a slick politician who had more shifty moves and slippery grooves than a 
fat cat in a fish market. Warren was a deft writer of both poetry and prose and both 
elements combine to add luster and shine to the brass knuckle business of hard shoe 
politics. Willie Stark is the hard shoe governor of Louisiana and shares central billing 
with his press agent, Jack Burden, who narrates the story with such an expansive 
understanding of dark passions and darker personalities, you’d think Socrates 
himself was telling this Louisiana gumbo tale of lawyers, guns and money right from 
the lofty, marbled steps of the Parthenon. This book is as substantive and weighty as 
gold, as is wisdom, which glitter from its pages. So go ahead and read it for yourself 
and you’ll clearly see that while there are books for the moment, All The King’s Men 
is a book for all time.

 

 The Journal of Higher Education in Prison (JHEP) is thrilled to partner 
with Freedom Reads in order to build a space devoted to the life-defining impact of 
books and literature, especially for those who are currently incarcerated. In his piece, 
founder Reginald Dwayne Betts illuminates the often-forgotten power of reading 
through a recollection of his own experience; in doing so, he invites others to share 
their personal relationships with the books that matter to them. JHEP will share a 
full Book Review: Call for Submissions for this collaborative project, and some of 
the responses we receive will be published in this journal’s pages and in the Freedom 
Reads catalogue. 
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